
An Update on our work to help resolve the current conflict over the BFS Colleagues Union 
 
As part of an ongoing effort to help facilitate the resolution of the impasse at Brooklyn Friends School, 
we have held two recent meetings, the first with three BFS Union members and a representative from 
UAW Local 2110, the second with four BFS Trustees.  We found both meetings constructive.  We heard 
in both meetings a common, deep love for our school and for the Quaker faith and testimonies that 
imbue and support it.  We also heard frustration, hurt, anger; a desire for open communication and 
concern about obstacles preventing this; the ebbing away of trust. 
 
Quaker belief is optimistic at its core, and we remain persuaded that the BFS Trustees and the BFS Union 
can find a way forward to resolve this conflict.  We are encouraged by the BFS Union’s support for the 
release of the following statement communicating the sense of our meeting with them.  

  
The three former BFS board clerks met with several BFS Union members and a 
representative from UAW Local 2110 in a constructive meeting focused on 
seeking solutions to the conflict within the school. The union representatives 
were open to the specific proposal made by the clerks and open, more generally, 
to considering collective bargaining approaches that would be consistent with 
both the Quaker process and the democratic rights of the membership. We 
believe that a positive, collaborative relationship between the administration 
and the union is possible. 

We are also encouraged by the BFS Trustees willingness to continue their discussions with us.  We have 
offered to share with them the important information we have learned from our conversations with 
Paul Clark and Rebecca Givan, two professors of labor studies and employment relations with deep 
Quaker roots; and we expect that the Trustees will meet with us again in the next few days. 
 
In Friendship, 
 
Nancy Black 
Alice Pope 
Benjamin Warnke 
 
September 16, 2020 


